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January 2013

Saturday 6 January

RSPB Birdwatch
Despite the snow and the partial
freezing of the Moor, Friends of
the Moor joined members of the
Knutsford Ornithological Society
on the RSPB Big Garden
Birdwatch - counting 217 birds
and identifying 7 different
species, including a rare waterrail and a buzzard.

The Shelter
The superstructure of the
Shelter was completed,
but completion was
hampered by frequent
snow falls.

February 2013

Work on the Shelter re-started
following the extended period of
cold and snowy weather, but other
activity was limited due to the
inclement conditions.
At the Friends of the Moor meeting
on 6 February plans for the
ceremonial opening of the Shelter
were discussed, including the
proposal for a brass band to play.

March 2013

At their meeting on 6 March the
Committee of Friends of the Moor
finalised plans for the Shelter
opening and associated activities
such as the need to clear the litter
that had accumulated over the
winter and was now exposed after
the snow had melted away.

April 2013

Wednesday 3 April

FOTM AGM
Stewart Gardiner stood down as Chairman
saying he did not have the time to commit
to the role. The Friends elected Vivien
Davies to be Chairman, but as her Mayoral
Year had another six weeks to run,
Stewart agreed to retain the Chairman’s
responsibilities in the meantime.

Sunday 7 April

Litter Pick
A faithful few spent a couple of hours picking
litter, collecting ten black sacks plus lots of
larger items which appeared to have been
dumped.
Robert Newton and Stewart Gardiner also
dragged various items from the edges of the
Moor Pool where it was noted that some of
the water fowl were beginning to nest.

Saturday 13 April

Sunday 28 April

Opening of the Shelter

Rotary Jog

The shelter was opened by Vivien Davies
as Mayor. The Moseley Brass band
marched through the Town with the
Mayor before the official opening and
afterwards the rain came down but the
band played on to a very appreciative if
smaller than expected crowd. There
followed a picnic provided by Friends of
the Moor.

Vivien Davies as Town Mayor sounded
the claxon to start and end the Jog
which benefited from fairer weather
and more adult runners than in the
previous year. There was almost a
delay in proceedings when the key to
one of the gates could not be located
but it was found shortly before the
start of the race.

May 2013

Monday 27 May

The Lions Street Fair
The weather stayed mainly dry for the
Lions' Street Fair this year. The FOTM
Treasuer, Robert Newton, made a
Treasure Chest Game involving keys and
the Friends also had a Teddy Bear
naming draw that was won by the Revd
Jean Bradley. Both games were popular
and the proceeds went towards the
purchase of a new picnic bench for the
Moor.

June 2013

Funding for new play equipment
The Treasurer of Friends of the Moor,
Robert Newton, prepared an application
for a grant from the Distributive
Environmental Body, WREN. The grant
would be used to purchase new equipment
for the children’s play area on the Moor.

Knutsford Directory
Vivien Davies agreed to write an article about
Friends of the Moor for the Knutsford Directory.
The article will cover the aims of Friends of the
Moor, contact details, meeting times, website,
yearbook, National Playday, the Green Flag,
previous events and the next big project - renewing
play equipment - plus an invitation to join,
especially to younger people.

July 2013

Thursday 18 July

Painting for Pleasure
The Painting for Pleasure Group made
full use of the Community Shelter on the
Moor to hold an outdoor class. The
shelter was the perfect place to sit out
of the searing sun and paint scenes of
the town and Moor.

Sunday 21 July

Bench Cleaning
The Friends of the Moor met to clean the
benches facing the Moor Pool and coat
them with teak oil. The oil and eqipment
were provided by Cheshire East Council
and the group worked hard to remove the
grime and coat the benches. It will take a
few visits to complete the work, but signs
will be pinned to the benches to make
the public aware.

August 2013

Wednesday 7 August

National Playday
Friends of the Moor gave children the opportunity
to celebrate National Playday on the Moor. The
Friends were helped by members of the Knutsford
Lions and by officials from Cheshire East Coucil.
The event was attended by Deputy Mayor, Neil
Forbes, and his wife, Jackie. The Lions and
officials from Cheshire East organised games of
football and cricket. Jane Cartmel, Cherry
Robertson and Yvonne Bancroft ran a very
popular craft stall at which the children could make
paper crowns, caterpillars, aeroplanes and flowers
and Olivia Hunter ran a tuck shop. The First
Responders were present at the beginning of the
afternoon but had to leave on a call. Cheshire
Search and Rescue attended and showed children
how to do CPR.

September 2013
Saturday 7 September

Green Flag
Friends of the Moor met on the
Moor to raise their new Green Flag
for 2013/2014. The Mayor of
Knutsford, Cllr. Barbara Coan,
helped raise the flag and gave a
speech thanking the FOTM for their
hard work with the help of CEC in
achieving this prestigious award.
The event was also attended by the
President of the Lions, Frances
Miller, and by Lions members, Anita
and Mike Goldman and Pat and
Clive Heath, who have helped at a
number of events during the year.
PCSO Greg Bithell was also present
as the Moor is one of the areas in
Knutsford which he patrols and has
a interest in.
It was a lovely bright day and the
flag raising was followed by
refreshments provided by the
FOTM, who are now working
towards achieving the award next
year.

October 2013

Sunday 13 October

Litter Pick
Despite the wet weather, the Friends of the Moor continued with their October Litter
Pick. Robert Newton, Jan McCappin, Jacquie Grinham and John and Vivien Davies
split up to concentrate on various parts of the Moor. Six bags of litter were collected
including broken glass and a safety helmet.
The FOTM also make note of any damage to picnic tables and benches etc. and
report it to Cheshire East Council.
Members of the public approached the Friends to thank them for their efforts and
the Friends were grateful for this.

November 2013
The Moor Pool
The Moor Pool is a popular attraction for
visitors to the Moor, especially children
who enjoy feeding the numerous water
birds (no white bread please!). The Moor
Pool is in fact one of the largest areas of
fen and reed swamp in the country and
has been designated a Site of Special
Scientific Interest (SSSI). Knutsford Town
Council together with other bodies such as
the Cheshire Wildlife Trust have been
considering the best way to conserve this
outstanding amenity and to help with their
research Friends of the Moor provided
them with a copy of A History of the Moor.
A History of the Moor was produced in
2009 by Friends of the Moor and the late
Joan Leach. Its contents include old maps
and accounts of how the Moor was used
in past times.

Plaque in Shelter
A plaque was placed in the Shelter with the following inscription:
“This community Shelter has been provided for all visitors to The Moor to be enjoyed as a place
for recreation and shelter. The structure has been constructed from locally sourced timber and has
been paid for with grants from Knutsford Town Council, Manchester Airport Community Trust
Fund, Peaks and Plains Housing Association, Waitrose, Cheshire East Council and from funds
raised by Friends of the Moor.”

Saturday 30 November
Reindeer on the Moor
Reindeer were accommodated
on the Moor before they
pulled Father Christmas'
sleigh to Canute Place for the
switching on of Knutsford's
Christmas lights. The reindeer
attracted a lot of interest
from children and their
parents.

December 2013

Funding for Play Equipment
The Friends of the Moor were successful in
achieving from WREN, the Distributive
Environmental Body, funding to the sum of
£48,000 for new play equipment on the
Moor. Cheshire East Council are adding
funding of £12,000, Knutsford Town Council
£1,500 and Friends of the Moor £500, which
should ensure a vast improvement to the
Play Area.

At the FOTM December meeting
Mrs Christine Buckley and sons
Arthur and George presented to
the committee a poster showing
them having fun at playgrounds
over the summer and their ideas
on what they would like the new
equipment to be.They had some
wonderful ideas and FOTM will be
taking them into consideration
when planning the Play Area.

Public Consultation
FOTM will arrange a public
consultation exercise to find out
people’s views on the new equipment
for the Play Area.

